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Northam Town Council 

 
Town Projects and Asset Management Committee 

6th December 2021 

Report author: Guy Langton, Deputy Town Clerk 

UPDATED Rain water capture at Northam Hall 

Updates included in RED 

 

Introduction 

1. The Committee has resolved to seek the costs of installing a rain water capture system at 

Northam Hall, to assist with the costs of watering hanging baskets and planters through the 

season. 

Recommendation  

2. The Committee consider the content of the report and decide whether to undertake the 

project through this, or the Climate Emergency Committee. 

 

3. The Officer considers that other buildings could benefit from similar, though smaller 

systems, the Pavilion at Westward Ho! Park (in addition to the current system) and any new 

extension/addition to the facilities at Northam Hall for the maintenance team. 

Environmental implications 

4. Installing a rain water capture system would reduce the Council’s use of potable water from 

the mains.  

5. Reviewing the last 5 years water bills (note, the Council has a water meter installed at 

Northam Hall). The bills show the Council has used an average of 15cuM of water a month.  

6. Having spoken to the Maintenance Team, the planters and hanging baskets are watered 4 

times a week, with 0.5cuM water per watering day. This means approximately 2cuM of 

potable tap water ids used to water planters and hanging baskets each week through at 
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least the peak of the season, June, July and August, plus parts of May and September, 

equating to just over a quarter of the year. 

7. There is no guarantee of sufficient rainfall leading up to the watering season, or through it. 

Indeed, significant rainfall should help reduce the need for watering. The Officer could not 

find the average rainfall for the Northam Area, but the data collected for Exeter is at the end 

of this paper1. Typically, Exeter would receive less rainfall than the Northam area, not being 

in a coastal location.  

 

8. The Officer has no exact figures available for the rate at which any water butts would be 

filled. Using an online tool for calculating the capture, 50mm of rain (less than the average 

for Exeter in June, July and August), over the approx. 85m2 of the rear half of the Hall’s roof,  

would provide 4.25cuM of water to the storage system. This is around the amount of water 

needed to fill the containers.  

 

9. Optimal rainwater capture (over the summer season) would require 4 IBCs or 3 juice 

containers.  

 

Financial Implications 

10. Each cuM is just under £2, with a charge levied for 95% of each cuM used as a charge for 

sewerage, at £3.38/cuM. 

11. Over the last approx. 63 months, NTC has paid for (at today’s prices) £76 water per calendar 

month, made up of: 

• 912cuM water at an average cost of £29 a month. 

• 912cuM wastewater at an average cost of £47 a month. 

12. Assuming half of the use at the Hall is by hirers, there is an average cost of £38 a month to 

water the planters and hanging baskets. 

 

13. Any water storage units should be located to the rear of the Hall for aesthetic and practical 

reasons, to re-route the gutter and downpipes from the front of the Hall is not considered 

viable by the Officer. 

 

14. Four decontaminated, re-cycled/re-used IBCs can be purchased for £70 each (£280 total), 

each IBC holds 1cuM of water (1,000L). Four units would give 4000L water storage. An IBC is 

approx. 1m wide and would not easily be seen from the Hall windows when looking out.  

 

15. There is space at the Hall to place four, running from adjacent to the downpipe from the 

rear of the roof. A total of 4000L of water storage for delivery would be in the region of 

£65/pair, local is possible (Okehampton, Newton Abbott, Honiton all have local suppliers), 

depending of where the IBCs were sourced. 

 

 
1 https://weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-precipitation-Rainfall-inches,appledore-devon-gb,United-Kingdom  

https://weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-precipitation-Rainfall-inches,appledore-devon-gb,United-Kingdom
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16. At the November meeting of this committee, Cllr Hames advised other types of container 

were available, also re-cycled/re-used, though not decontaminated2, 1520L fruit juice 

containers, at a cost of £130, plus £75 delivery/unit (from the Forest of Dean), so £205 each. 

The Officer has located a different source of the units at £171 each, which can be collected 

from Honiton. At 1.8m (6ft approx.), they would not easily be seen from the Hall when 

looking out.  

 

17. At 1.1m wide, three units could be fitted adjacent to the downpipe from the rear roof, 

giving approx. 4560L of water storage for £513. 

 

18. The Committee asked for pumps capable of providing a flow rate (pressure) similar to that 

of mains-supplied water. The Officer has identified mains as a flow rate of 10L/minute to 

15L/minute, so a maximum of 900L per hour. The pressure is between 0.8 and 1.3bar, with 

the aim of 1.0bar. 

 

19. The Officer has identified a Hozelock unit, the 

Flowmax Collect 2200 7612. This unit is capable 

of pumping at 1.1bar and 2200L/hr. These 

pumps are available for approx. £75 each. Only 

one pump would be needed as it could be 

moved from tank to tank. For maximum 

efficiency, two pumps is suggested. Being a 

sump pump, the water with most debris is not 

collected. The sump height can be set by the 

operator. 

 

20. Other fittings required would include a 

connector arrangement for each barrel to allow water to run from one barrel to another as 

they fill. 

 

21. The Officer estimates the fittings and pumps would cost, at most, £500. There would also be 

a cost to lay a suitable base, with a height drop between each one, estimated at £250 for 

the materials, The slabs removed from the crazy golf at Westward Ho! Park could be re-

purposed for this. 

 

Unit type Volume Cost Total cost, inc. 

fittings & pump 

Cost/L stored 

IBC 4x1000L = 4000L 4x£70 = £280 £1030 £1030/4000 = 

£0.26/L  

Fruit Juice 3x1520L = 4560L 3x£171 = £513 £1263 £1263/4560 = 

£0.27/L 

 

22. When full, 4cuM would provide over a week’s watering. 

 

 
2 There would be residual fruit juice in the containers, which would need to be washed out. 
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23. There is no guarantee of sufficient rainfall leading up to the watering season, or through it. 

Indeed, significant rainfall should help reduce the need for watering. The Officer could not 

find the average rainfall for the Northam Area, but the data collected for Exeter is at the end 

of this paper3. Typically, Exeter would receive less rainfall than the Northam area, not being 

in a coastal location.  

 

24. The Officer has no exact figures available for the rate at which any water butts would be 

filled. Using an online tool for calculating the capture, 50mm of rain (less than the average 

for Exeter in June, July and August), over the approx. 85m2 of the rear half of the Hall’s roof,  

would provide 4.25cuM of water to the storage system. This is around the amount of water 

needed to fill the containers.  

 

25. Between 19th May and 31st August 2021, when the Hall was not open for general hire, the 

Council was estimated to have used 9cuM of water. As a comparison: 

• an estimated 6cuM was used from 13th May to 9th August 2020  

• a confirmed 50cuM was used from 21st May to 28th August 2019 

From the above it can be seen there is no immediately clear figure for the use of water at the 

Hall, given the number of estimated readings.  

 

26. With a estimated watering of 2cuM of water per week, the Council is using approx. 34cuM over the 

period between late May, June, July, August and early September. Using the estimated roof area 

(85m2) and the precipitation chart, this gives water capture figures for those months as: 

• May (assume late May is similar to June) is (50mm/2), 25mm =   2.12cuM 

• June is 50mm =          4.25cuM 

• July is 48mm =          4.08cuM 

• August is 55mm =          4.67cuM 

• September (assume early Sept is similar to August) is (55mm/2), 27.5mm =  2.33cuM 

• TOTAL rainfall capture assumed for the average summer season =  17.45cuM 

The captured water can be estimated at approx. half of the water used in watering, 17.45cuM is 

51% of 34cuM. 

 

27. It can therefore be assumed that in an average year, the Council could save at least 

16.55cuM of water, at current prices this is a saving of £33.10 for the drawn water and 

£53.14 of unused waste water costs, so just over £86. 

 

Risk Implications 

28. There are no identifiable financial or insurance risks to the project, though the Council’s 

insurers would have to be informed of the addition to the building. 

G Langton 30.11.2021 

  

 
3 https://weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-precipitation-Rainfall-inches,appledore-devon-gb,United-Kingdom  

https://weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-precipitation-Rainfall-inches,appledore-devon-gb,United-Kingdom
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Monthly precipitation - Exeter 

The mean monthly precipitation over the year, including rain, snow, hail etc. Show in Inches 
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